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1 Claim. (Cl. 312-42) 

This invention relates to dispensers and more particu 
larly to a device for dispensing single bobby pins. 

It is an object of the present ‘invention to provide a 
wall mounted bobby pin dispenser that will emciently dis 
pense lbobby pins single therefrom and enable such 
bobbypins to be opened with one hand for use. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide a 
bobby pin dispenser of the above type that can be quickly 
loaded with a plurality of ‘bobby pins ‘in predetermined 
stacked relationship, and which enables such bobby pins 
to be withdrawn one at a time from the side opening 
thereof. 

Other objects of the invention are to provide a bob-by 
pin dispenser bearing the above objects in mind which 
is of simple construction, has a minimum number of 
parts, is inexpensive to manufacture and e?‘icient in 
operation. 
For other objects and for a better understanding of 

the invention, reference may be had to the following de 
tailed description taken in conjunction with the accom 
panying drawing, in which: 

Figure 1 is a perspective view, with parts "broken 
away, of a bobby pin dispenser made in accordance with 
the present invention; ’ 

Figure 2 is a rear elevational view of the bobby pin 
dispenser shown in Figure 1; 

Figure 3 is a side elevational view with parts broken 
away, of the bobby pin dispenser shown in Figure 2; and 

Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary perspective view 
showing the dispensing outlet of the device shown in 
Figures 1 to 3. 

Referring now more in detail to the drawing, a maga 
zine type substantially L-shaped bobby pin dispenser 
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cured for mounting the unit upon any wall, such as a tile 
bathroom wall. The bottom of the housing 12 is also 
provided with a depending stud 28 upon which another 
suction cup 30 is secured for mounting the dispenser 
upon a horizontal surface, such as a single cabinet, should 
such prove to be more convenient. 
A pyramid-like anvil 312 integral with the central por 

tion of" the front of the housing 12, and a similar anvil 34 
integral with the upper surface of the closure 16, pro 
vide means for wedging open the closed end of the bobby 
pins 22 during use. Since one hand of the operator is 
securing the curl or wave in the proper form and shape, 
the other remaining hand may be used to withdraw a 
bobby pin 22 and open it against oneof the anvils 32, 34 
so as to enable it to be applied to the hair Without hav 
ing to release the hold on the lock of hair, use another 
instrument for opening the bobby pin, or using a ?nger 
nail or tooth for this purpose. 

It will thus be recognized that a conveniently and com 
pletely self contained bobby pin dispenser and opener 
is provided by this construction that can be conveniently 
supported upon any wall or horizontal surface so as to 
enable bobby pins to be dispensed and opened in a sim 
ple and easy manner, without endangering chipping nails, 
teeth, or the like in any respect. 
While various changes may be made in the detail con 

struction, it shall be understood that such changes shall 
be within the spirit and scope of the present invention 
as de?ned by the appended claim. 
What I claim as new and desire to protect by Letters 

Patent of the United States is: 
A device for dispensing U-shaped bobby pins includ 

ing a substantially L-shapcd housing forming a magazine 
for a stack of horizontally arranged bobby pins; said 
housing being vof hollow structure de?ning a channel in a 
vertical leg, a channel in a horizontal leg and a curved 

' channel portion formed on a ?xed radius and communi 

10 made ‘in accordance with the present invention, is ‘ 
shown to include a main housing 12 of L-shape con 
?guration made of generally hollow construction de 
?ning an L-shaped interior channelway 13 in which a 
stack of bobby pins 22 is supported for sliding move 
ment from one end to the other. Said main housing 12 
embodies a vertical leg portion and a lateral base leg 
portion, said channel 13 extending lengthwise in both 
legs, a curved channel portion formed and connecting with 
the adjacent leg portions in each leg. The upper end of 
the housing 12 de?nes an inlet 14 to the vertical leg 
portion into which the bobby pins ‘22 may be inserted in 
predetermined stacked relationship, such inlet being nor~ 
mally closed by a plate 16 hingedly carried by the hous 
ing 12 by a hinge unit 18 secured to the back side there 
of. The bobby pins 22 slide through the curved portion 
into the base leg portion. 
The lateral lower leg portion of the housing 12 has 

a side portion cut ‘away to de?ne a cutout 20 that pro-7 
vides communication with the interior of the channel 
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passageway 13 in the lower leg, thus enabling the hobby ' 
pins 22 to be withdrawn lateraly to one side and out 
wardly therefrom, one at a time. 
The back side of the main housing 12 is provided with 

a stud portion 24 upon which a suction cup 26 is se 

70 

cating at the opposite ends thereof with said channels 
in said legs; said vertical leg of said housing comprising 
a straight vertical front wall, a straight vertical rear wall 
and a pair of straight vertical side walls, said straight 
vertical front wall and said straight vertical rear wall 
integrally secured to the opposite vertical straight edges ' 
of said straight vertical side walls; said horizontal leg of 
said housing comprising a ?at horizontal top wall, a ?at 
horizontal bottom wall, a front wall and a single straight 
vertical end wall, said top and bottom horizontal walls 
integrally secured to said single straight end wall, the op 
posite'end of said horizontal leg being open forming a 
discharge opening; said curved channel portion having an 
upper curved wall, a lower curved wall and two curved 
vertical end walls; said upper curved wall integrally se 
cured at the opposite ends thereof to said vertical front 
wall and said ?at horizontal top wall; said lower curved 
wall integrally secured at the opposite ends thereof to 
said ?at horizontal bottom wall and said vertical rear 
wall; one curved vertical end wall of said channel ‘por 
tion integrally secured at opposite ends with one of said 
straight vertical side walls of said vertical leg and said 
single straight vertical end-wall of said horizontal leg, 
the opposite curved vertical end wall of said channel por 
tion integrally secured at ‘its upper end to the opposite 
vertical side wall of said Vertical leg; the top end of 
said vertical leg being open; one end of said horizontal 
leg being open forming a dispensing opening; a closure 
for the open end of said vertical leg hingedly secured to 
its rear Wall effecting an entrance for receiving the bobby 
pins stacked in said housing; a portion of the upper, 
lower and front walls adjacent said dispensing opening 
of said horizontal leg being cut away forming a bobby 
pin exposing opening; said bobby pins being stacked 
horizontally, one on top of the other, in side-to-side re 
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lation within said vertical leg, said bobby pins sliding 
from said vertical leg into said horizontal leg and be 
coming in side-by-side and in side-to-side relation with 
each other eifecting the bobby pins to be supported hori 
zontally on one longitudinal edge thereof exposing the 
closed end portions of said bobby pins adjacent the said 
dispensing opening for manual removal thereof from 
said housing. 
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